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International
fiction,
including
several
exciting
books in
translation,
and
collections of
short fiction
are the
highlights of
this fall’s list.
Longtime
fans of
science
fiction and fantasy will also be delighted to see new books from cherished authors Connie Willis and Peter S.
Beagle, and a collection of novellas by the legendary Ursula K. Le Guin.

Top 10
Behind the Throne
K.B. Wagers. Orbit, Aug. 2
Taut suspense and dark, rapidfire humor mark this excellent debut, in which an interplanetary adventurer is
forced to take her place as the heir to an imperial throne.
Certain Dark Things
Silvia MorenoGarcia. St. Martin’s/Dunne, Oct. 25
This novel, set in Mexico City, combines elements of LatinAmerican mythology with a literary voice to turn
vampire fiction on its head.
Crossroads of Canopy

Crosstalk
Connie Willis. Del Rey, Oct. 4
SFWA Grand Master Willis’s first novel since 2010’s Blackout/All Clear is a rollicking sendup of obsessive
cellphone usage in toonearfuture America.
The Found and the Lost: The Collected Novellas of Ursula K. Le Guin
Ursula K. Le Guin. S&S/Saga, Oct. 18
All the novellas by SFWA Grand Master Le Guin are collected for the first time—and introduced by the legendary
author—in one volume.
The Graveyard Apartment
Mariko Koike, trans. by Deborah Boliver Boehm. St. Martin’s/Dunne, Oct. 11
A young couple believe they have found the perfect home to grow into, only to realize that the apartment’s idyllic
setting harbors the specter of evil.
Invisible Planets: Contemporary Chinese Science Fiction in Translation
Edited and trans. by Ken Liu. Tor, Nov. 1
The Hugowinning author and translator brings 13 Chinese science fiction short stories to Englishreading
audiences, along with several essays by Chinese scholars and authors.
The Family Plot by Cherie Priest (Sept. 20, hardcover, $25.99, ISBN 9780765378248). Augusta Withrow offers
IsraIsle
Chuck
Dutton salvage rights to her entire property. This could be a gold mine, so he assigns his daughter to
personally oversee the project. But something at the Withrow mansion is angry and lost, and this is its last chance
Nava Semel, trans. by Jessica Cohen. Mandel Vilar, Oct. 25
to raise hell before the house is gone.
In 1825 Mordecai Noah, a diplomat, bought Grand Island, near Niagara Falls, as a refuge for Jews. In 2001, his
Invisible Planets: Contemporary Chinese Science Fiction in Translation by Ken Liu (Nov. 1, hardcover, $24.99,
descendant goes to find it—and disappears without a trace.
ISBN 9780765384195). Hugowinning author and translator Liu brings 13 Chinese science fiction short stories
to
Englishreading audiences. Some have won awards and garnered critical acclaim; some are simply Liu’s
Summerlong
personal favorites. The volume also includes several essays from Chinese scholars and authors.
Peter S. Beagle. Tachyon, Sept. 13
Spellbreaker by Blake Charlton (Aug. 23, hardcover, $26.99, ISBN 9780765317292). Leandra Weal is one of
Beagle
(The Last
Unicorn)
returns
with
this longanticipated
a beautifully
bittersweet
tale ofenergies
passion,of
three
Wardens,
charged
with
quelling
neodemons
who arise new
from novel,
malevolent
thoughts
and the magic
enchantment,
andinduces
the nature
of fate.
the
world. A spell
a vision
that warns her she must either kill someone she loves or die herself—very soon
—in order to prevent widespread destruction.
Swift to Chase
Urbane
Laird Barron. JournalStone, Oct. 7
Infinite Rooms by David John Griffin (Nov. 1, trade paper, $14.95, ISBN 9781910692608). While Donald
The celebrated horror author’s fourth collection of macabre stories continues his inquiry into the darkness of the
Clement narrates to a remembered psychiatrist, his inner reality becomes infused with surreal fantasy. As Donald
human heart.
falls deeper into the mental realm, the shocking truths he has been hiding—even from himself—are exposed.
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Viking

Ace
The Hike: A Novel by Drew Magary (Aug. 2, hardcover, $26, ISBN 9780399563850). In this literary odyssey,
Magary
combines
dream
video
game
tropes,
and a story structure
Ninth City
Burningfascinating
by J. Patrick
Blackimagery,
(Sept. 6,assorted
hardcover,
$27,
ISBN
9781101991442).
In thisthat’s
epic deliberately
science
predictable
(with
nods
to
many
other
tales
of
wandering
through
strange
lands
before
returning
home)
but
still
fiction debut, Earth has battled an alien force for over 500 years, but the course of the war is about to change.
surprising.
Amazon/47North
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Bury the Living by Jodi McIsaac (Sept. 6, trade paper, $10.99, ISBN 9781503935518). During Northern
Ireland’s infamous Troubles, teen Nora joined the IRA to fight for her country’s freedom. A decade later, a mystical
artifact transports her back to the height of Ireland’s brutal civil war, giving her the chance to alter the fortunes of

